Little Book of Liberal Lies

Exposing three lies the left uses to enslave black Americans to the Democratic “Plantation” Party

A Call for Freedom to a Black Voter from...

Name: _____________________________  State: _______
To my black brother or sister,

In 2013 I made national headlines when I abandoned the government plantation and party of disappointment. Otherwise known as the Democratic Party.

My reason? Democrats have hijacked and enslaved black America for their own power while destroying the black community. Now I'm fighting to break those chains once and for all.

That's why I sent you this "Little Book
of Liberal Lies."

Not only does this booklet give leftists a well-deserved tongue lashing, it also exposes the top three lies they use to keep black American's like you in chains.

If nothing else, I hope your eyes are opened to the fact that Hillary Clinton and ALL liberals don't care about me, you, the black community or freedom.

They only care about one thing:

Control.

After reading this I pray you'll join me today by rejecting your modern day slave masters and abandon the Democratic
plantation and party of disappointment while turning to the true party of freedom.

The party of Frederick Douglass, Abraham Lincoln, and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

The Republican Party.

God Bless you.

Senator Elbert Guillory

SIGNATURE HERE
Liberal Lie #1
All Republicans Are Racist
Senator Elbert Guillory: Democrats Worst Nightmare

When I abandoned the Democratic Party and joined the Republicans in 2013, I made national news and became public enemy #1 for all liberals and leftists.

That's because they know I destroyed their first lie:

The lie that all Republicans are racists.

If I exposed this lie to other Black Americans, the Democrats
would lose their stranglehold of the black community.

And if they lost that, they'd lose what they want most:

Control.

So these racist democrats tried to silence me by blasting me as an...

“Oreo, Uncle Tom, and Race Traitor”

Ironic, right? Democrats celebrate
themselves as the party of diversity and acceptance, but as soon as I leave their plantation, they start lashing me with their verbal whips.

That's not surprising, after all...

The Real Home of Racism is the Democratic Party

Don't think so?

Hard to believe?

Believe it. Here's a few examples straight from the racists mouths...
President Woodrow Wilson (D) - Racist Father of Modern Day Progressivism

“The white men were roused by a mere instinct of self-preservation—until at last there had sprung into existence a great Ku Klux Klan, a veritable empire of the South, to protect the Southern country.”

- President Woodrow Wilson

President Harry Truman (D) – Unabashed Racist

"I think one man is just as good
as another so long as he's not a n*gger or a Chinaman."

"Uncle Will says that the Lord made a White man from dust, a n*gger from mud, then He threw up what was left and it came down a Chinaman.

"He does hate Chinese and Japs. So do I. It is race prejudice, I guess. But I am strongly of the opinion Negroes ought to be in Africa, Yellow men in Asia and White men in Europe and America."

-President Harry Truman
President Lyndon Johnson – Creator of the so-called "Great Society"

"I'll have those n*ggers voting Democratic for the next 200 years."

Modern Day Racist Slave Masters

"A few years ago, [Barack Obama] would have been getting us coffee."

"Slick Willie" Bill Clinton
"...a 'light-skinned' African American [Obama] 'with no Negro dialect, unless he wanted to have one."

- Senator Harry Reid

"You got the first mainstream African-American who is articulate
and bright and clean and a nice-looking guy. I mean, that’s a storybook, man.”

– Joe Biden describing Obama

“White folks was in caves while we was building empires… We taught philosophy and astrology and mathematics before Socrates and them Greek homos ever got around to it.”

– Rev. Al Sharpton in a 1994 speech at Kean College, NJ
“There is nothing more painful to me ... than to walk down the street and hear footsteps and start thinking about robbery, then look around and see somebody white and feel relieved.”

- Jessie Jackson 1996

And who can forget the "queen" herself...
“You f*cking Jew bastard.”

- Hillary Clinton to political operative Paul Fray.

"They [black youths] are often the kinds of kids that are called 'super-predators,'...No conscience, no empathy, we can talk about why they ended up that way, but first we have to bring them to heel."

- Hillary 1996
Worst of all, Hillary admires a woman named...

Margaret Sanger – Birth Control Activist and Racist

Sanger created what eventually became the Planned Parenthood Federation of America. The same group that has aborted millions of black babies.

Take a look at what Margaret thinks of black Americans and what Hillary thinks of her...
Now that we've slapped down the first liberal lie with their own racist words, let's move on to the second one...
Liberal Lie #2

Democrats are Champions of Civil Liberties
Democratic Party – The Real Home of Racists

The Democrats have done a great job lying and convincing Americans like you that they are the party of Civil rights. Nothing could be further from the truth...
The Real History the Democrats Don't Want YOU to Know...

1.) The Democratic Party created the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) after the Confederacy's defeat in the Civil War.

An estimated 3,446 black Republicans and 1,297 white...
Republicans were lynched by the KKK between 1882 and 1968. They all look alike in robes, but underneath they're Democrats.

2.) Jim Crow segregation laws in the South were created by Democrats looking to overturn Republican civil rights laws.

3.) Democrats supported the Dred Scott Supreme Court
decision that said "a negro whose ancestors were imported into [the U.S.], and sold as slaves", whether enslaved or free, could not be an American citizen.

The decision was 7-2 with ALL 7 Democrat judges voting in favor and the Republican and Whig dissenting.
4.) Immediately after taking office in 1913, President Woodrow Wilson (D) fired most blacks who worked in the Federal government and re-segregated the Treasury Department, Mail Service and the Navy.

5.) Governor George Wallace (D-AL) stood in front of the Alabama schoolhouse in 1963, fighting to keep
segregation permanent.

6.) Democrat public safety commissioner Eugene "Bull" Connor, in Birmingham, AL, unleashed attack dogs and turned fire hoses on civil rights demonstrators.
This is just the tip of the iceberg of the Democrat's racist history.

As much as Democrats don’t want black Americans to know about this, they really don't want you to know that...
The Republican Party is the Real Party of Civil Rights

Somehow Democrats have whitewashed history to cover up the fact that...

1.) The Republican Party was founded in 1854 as an abolitionist movement with one simple creed:

Slavery is a Violation of the Rights of Man
2.) Famous African American abolitionist, Frederick Douglass, called the Republicans the...

"Party of Freedom and Progress"

---

I am a Republican, a black, dyed in the wool Republican, and I never intend to belong to any other party than the party of freedom and progress.

Frederick Douglass
3.) The first Republican President was Abraham Lincoln – the author of the Emancipation Proclamation.

Freeing the slaves, much to the Democrats horror.
Freedom, Due Process and Right to Vote

4.) Republicans in Congress authored the 13th, 14th and 15th Amendments to the U.S. Constitution.

Congressional Republicans unanimously backed the 13th Amendment banning slavery while 63% of Democrats Senators
and 78% of Democrat House members voted against it.

14th Amendment – Due Process

94% of Republican Senators and 96% of Republican House members voted in favor of the 14th Amendment, guaranteeing due process of law to blacks and all Americans.

All Congressional Democrats voted against it.

15th Amendment – Right to Vote
Nearly all Congressional Republicans voted in favor of passing the 15th Amendment, guaranteeing blacks the right to vote. 

Every single Democrat voted no.

Last but not least...
President Dwight D. Eisenhower (R) Championed the Civil Rights Act of 1957

Unanimously supported by "Republicans.

Can you guess who opposed?

That's right – Democrats in the Senate who filibustered it.
Racists.

Now that you know the true history of the Republican and Democrat Parties...

And who the real racists are...

"Rather I should die a thousand times, and see Old Glory trampled in the dirt never to rise again, than to see this beloved land of ours become degraded by race mongrels, a throwback to the blackest specimen from the wilds."

- Former Klansman Senator Robert Byrd

…it's time to move on to the third liberal lie…
Liberal Lie #3
The Democrat's Agenda is Best for Black Americans
Live Free or Vote Democrat

The Democratic Party has created the illusion that their agenda and policies are what's best for black people.

In fact, the heart of liberalism is the belief that only a great, all powerful central government can be the benefactor of social justice for all Americans.

But remember what I told you...

The Democrats are only interested in one thing...
Democrats Love Control

These empty suits disguise control as charity.

But they're only "charitable" with other people's money.

And that's exactly how they control and enslave black Americans.

Slavery Still Exists

Through government controlled programs like welfare, food stamps, etc.

You know what I think about that?
I think that...

THE IDEA THAT BLACKS, OR ANYONE FOR THAT MATTER, NEED GOVERNMENT TO GET AHEAD IN LIFE IS DESPICABLE.
ELBERT GUILLORY

Can I hear an Amen, my brothers and sisters?

Even more important is how...
Liberal Policies Have Failed the Black Community!

Black Americans vote over 90% Democrat, but our communities are just as poor as they've always been!

Or have been completely razed!

Just look at Detroit.

A liberal controlled hell-hole.
Our schools continue to fail children.

And liberals refuse to allow school vouchers while at the same time sending their kids to the best private schools.

Our prisons are filled with too many young men who should be
at home raising their children and caring for their family.

Here's the bottom line...

**Liberalism Has Destroyed Black America**

Liberals don't care about liberty. They don't care about freedom.
Liberals Could Care Less About African Americans like Me and You!

That's why I decided to leave the Democratic Party for good in 2013

Most people said it was a bold decision.

I don't think so. I think it was the right decision.

Not only for me, but for all my brothers and sisters in the black community.

After all...
The Republican Party is the Party of Freedom

Freedom...

That's a word that's tossed around so frequently today that it's become a cliché.

Here's What Freedom Means to Me and My Black Brothers and Sisters

Freedom is the idea that the economy must remain free of government persuasion.

The idea that the press must operate without government intrusion and actually hold our leaders feet to the fire.
Freedom is the idea that parents must be the decision makers in regards to their children's education.

Not some government bureaucrat.

Most importantly, freedom is the idea that the individual must be free to pursue his or her own happiness free from government control.

Because to be truly free is to be reliant on no one other than the author of our destiny – Almighty God.

These are the ideas at the core of the Republican Party and conservatism.
So my brothers and sisters...

Will You Join Me Today in Abandoning the Government Plantation and Party of Disappointment?

Will you join me in casting off the chains the Democratic Party has enslaved you with?

Will you flee their plantation once and for all?

In so doing...
...we may finally all echo the words of one of one Republican leader who famously said...

"Free at last, free at last. Thank God Almighty, we are free at last."

-Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
A Special Project of Elbert Guillory's America

Liberalism Has Nearly Destroyed Black America, And Now It’s Time For Black America To Return The Favor

— Elbert Guillory —
THE IDEA THAT BLACKS, OR ANYONE FOR THAT MATTER, NEED GOVERNMENT TO GET AHEAD IN LIFE IS DESPICABLE.

~ Elbert Guillory

Can I hear an AMEN, my brothers and sisters?

www.elbertguillorysamerica.com